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1 Introduction and Motivation

1.1 The Shortcomings of the NK Model

Since the late Nineties a standard New Keynesian (NK) dynamic general
equilibrium model has emerged which is widely used as a work-horse for
monetary policy. Such a model is built on microfoundations coming from
the Real Business Cycle (RBC); i.e. intertemporal optimisation of infinitely
lived, fully rational, consumers and firms. The NK model departs from the
RBC in assuming imperfect competition in the products market and stag-
gered prices à la Calvo (1983). As a result of this blend of RBC and Keyne-
sian ingredients a NK Phillips curve is derived which implies that monetary
policy can have relevant effects on real output, something the RBC model
alone cannot deliver.1

However, it is now commonly acknowledged that the standard NK
model has at least three main shortcomings: 1) there is no involuntary un-
employment, because of the hypothesis of a Walrasian labour market; 2)
there is no trade-off between inflation and output gap stabilisation; 3) con-
trary to empirical evidence, in the model the inflation response to shocks
is greater than the output response, whilst output fluctuations cannot be as
persistent as they appear to be in the real world.

The absence of involuntary unemployment is a serious shortcoming for
a model labelled as “Keynesian”, however abridged or reformed. In the
standard NK model output fluctuations imply that people vary the hours
they work (variation of the intensive margin) but the number of people em-
ployed never changes (that is, there is no variation of the extensive margin).
Such an un-Keynesian feature of the NK model is at odds with empirical ev-
idence,2 which does show changes in the number of people working whilst
does not show a labour supply as wage elastic as needed for the adjustment
to take place along the intensive margin alone (Trigari, 2009; Faia, 2009;
Ravenna & Walsh, 2008).

The absence of a trade-off between inflation and output stabilisation in
the standard NK model has been christened “divine coincidence” (Blan-
chard & Galı́, 2007). The divine coincidence “is tightly linked to a specific
property of the standard NK model, namely the fact that the gap between
the natural level of output and the efficient (first best) level of output is con-
stant and invariant to shocks” (Blanchard & Galı́, 2007, p. 36). Such a feature
of the standard NK model entails that stabilising the actual output gap (i.e.

1 This earlier literature, described by Goodfriend & King (1997), has often been labelled as
“New Neoclassical Synthesis”.

2 The quantitative importance of the extensive versus the intensive margin is confirmed for
the United States and Germany by Merkl & Wesselbaum (2009).
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the difference between actual and “natural” output) is equivalent to stabil-
ising the welfare relevant output gap (i.e. the difference between actual out-
put and first best output). As stabilising inflation also stabilises the actual
output gap, the standard NK model implies that stabilising inflation brings
about stabilisation of the welfare relevant output gap: a divine coincidence
indeed. A divine coincidence that makes inflation targeting surrounded by
a halo of optimality.3

As for the inability at delivering enough persistence of output fluctua-
tions after a nominal shock, it may be argued that the presence of nominal
rigidities is not able to overcome the RBC feature of the model, in which for-
ward looking workers and firms are able to rapidly adjust their hiring and
working decisions in a perfectly competitive labour market. In a Walrasian
labour market, fluctuations in employment levels are interpreted as the out-
come of voluntary choices and must be accompanied by real wage changes:
a temporary increase in the current wage leads workers to offer more labour
services in the current period, in exchange for more leisure in the future.
However, a smoother correlation between wages and employment is fre-
quently observed, and this evidence is at variance with the theoretical RBC
predictions, unless the (real) wage elasticity of labour supply is implausibly
high.4

With a Walrasian labour market, it is difficult to offer some plausible ra-
tionales for the insensitive reaction of marginal costs to demand shocks. The
missing explanation for acyclical real wage patterns is at the root of an in-
trinsic inability of the standard NK model to reproduce the low sensitivity
of real marginal costs to output changes and to replicate the sluggishness in
price setting behaviour. Only by assuming a high degree of nominal iner-
tia - which prevents firms from full price adjustments - one may preserve
the hypothesis of a sensitive marginal cost and still obtain the stickiness in
price behaviour observed in reality. However, microeconomic data on price
setting show that the majority of firms resets their prices more frequently
than once a year (see for instance Blinder et al., 1998 and Carlton, 1986).
The effective role of nominal frictions has been raised by Chari et al. (2000),
by showing that, for a wide range of parameter values of a specified model
with a non-competitive product market, the hypothesis of staggering alone
does not succeed in explaining the size and persistence of observed cyclical
fluctuations.

3 “The present theory implies not only that price stability should matter in addition to stabil-
ity of the output gap, but also that, at least under certain circumstances, inflation stabiliza-
tion eliminates any need for further concern with the level of real activity. This is because
[...] the time-varying efficient level of output is the same (up to a constant, which does
not affect the basic point) as the level of output that eliminates any incentive for firms on
average to either raise or lower their prices” (Woodford, 2003, p. 13)

4 The empirical evidence reveals a low elasticity of employment to the real wage. See, for
instance, Pencavel (1986).

http://www.rei.unipg.it/rei/article/view/49 3
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1.2 Labour Market Imperfections and Real Wage Rigidities

Many attempts have recently been made at overcoming the above men-
tioned shortcomings of the standard NK model. In a few recent papers (e.g.
Christoffel & Linzert, 2010; Trigari, 2009 and Walsh, 2005), search frictions
are introduced alongside a Mortensen & Pissarides (1994, 1999) matching
function.5 In this framework workers and firms bargain over wages and
share the positive rents arising from a successful match. However, this
rule makes the wage proportional to productivity changes or to changes
in labour market tightness, which means that labour compensations absorb
and filter exogenous shocks. Thus, in case of a positive shock, little space is
left for the opening of new vacancies, while in case of an adverse shock, the
low recruiting effort of employees is still unexplained. This means that the
matching model does not account for the variability of vacancies and does
not reproduce the employment fluctuations observed in reality.6

It is only under some stickiness in the real wage, as that obtained by
Hall (2005) with the assumption of a wage norm, that the Mortensen and Pis-
sarides approach gains more empirical relevance. However, Hall explicitly
admits that he does not “venture into the territory of explaining why the
economy appears to choose sticky wages from the wide variety of alterna-
tive equilibrium wage patterns” (Hall, 2005, 51). In fact the studies men-
tioned above combine searching frictions and real wage rigidity in order to
obtain a model economy where plausible output and inflation dynamics are
obtained.

Blanchard & Galı́ (2007) bypass the labour market imperfection issue by
assuming real wage stickiness straight away. They show that when real
wage stickiness alone is introduced in an otherwise standard NK model the
divine coincidence disappears: stabilising inflation is no longer equivalent
to stabilising the welfare relevant output gap and inflation targeting is no
longer optimal. More recently, Blanchard & Galı́ (2010) introduce labour
market frictions alongside real wage stickiness, obtaining basically the same
results as in their 2007 article.

5 Alongside these attempts another strand of research grew aimed at introducing addi-
tional rationales for nominal rigidities: from the sticky information approach, developed
by Mankiw & Reis (2002), to the staggered nominal wage contracts approach, proposed by
Christiano et al. (2005), from the rule of thumb behaviour in price or wage setting, advanced
by Galı̀ & Gertler (1999) and Rabanal (2001), to the lagged indexation assumption advanced
by Smets & Wouters (2003) and Christiano et al. (2005). Furthermore, attempts at in-
troducing efficiency wages in a dynamic general equilibrium model have been made by
Felices (2002), Alexopoulos (2004), Danthine & Kurmann (2004).

6 For instance, in the U.S., as argued in Shimer (2005), the standard deviation of the
vacancy-unemployment ratio is almost 20 times as large as the standard deviation of
productivity, while the search model predicts the same volatility. Analogous evidence
is observed by Hall (2005) in case of demand shocks, thus proving that “recessions are
times when the labour markets of all industries slacken - not times when workers moves
from industry with slack markets to other with tight markets”(Hall, 2005, p. 52).

Copyright c© 2012 University of Perugia Electronic Press. All rights reserved 4
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1.3 The Present Paper

In the present paper we prove that it is possible to have, at once, invol-
untary unemployment, persistent output fluctuations, and the end of the
divine coincidence without exogenous real wage rigidity, but by introducing
in a New Keynesian model a more realistic labour market structure.

The key to our results is the interplay of two crucial changes that we in-
troduce in an otherwise fairly standard New Keynesian DSGE model. First,
we replace the assumption that labour adjustments take place along the
intensive margin with the (more realistic) adjustment along the extensive
margin. Second, we introduce hiring costs due to post advertising, screen-
ing and training à la Howitt (1988). It is apparent that the role of hiring costs
is magnified when labour adjustment along the intensive margin are ruled
out, as increases or reductions of labour hours require hiring (and firing).
On the other hand the presence of hiring costs generates rents for the ex-
istent employment relation. Such rents have to be shared between firms
and employees according to their respective bargaining power. Moreover,
hiring costs generate a dynamic externality, as past hiring decisions affect
present and future (expected) hiring costs. As a consequence, the dynamic
behaviour of a decentralised economy with hiring costs is markedly differ-
ent from that of the constrained efficient economy. The divine coincidence
vanishes whenever the elasticity of hiring costs to labour market tightness
is different from the index of workers’ relative bargaining power.7

In this context, workers payments do not fully compensate changes in
labour market tightness and an endogenous real wage rigidity comes to the
forefront. After allowing for staggered pricing à la Calvo, we show that -
due to the absence of divine coincidence - neither is pure inflation targeting
able to stabilise employment fluctuations nor is pure employment targeting
able to stabilise inflation, as it would be the case in a standard NK model.
Furthermore, the New Keynesian Phillips curve we derive permits to show
that all the labour market institutions that enhance real wage rigidities re-
duce the individual incentive to price adjustments, and inertial behaviour
is magnified under price complementarities.

Our paper is strictly related to recent literature that embeds labour mar-
ket imperfections in NK models (see among others Walsh, 2005; Krause &
Lubik, 2007; Zanetti, 2007; Thomas, 2008; Faia, 2008 and 2009) and par-

7 In the standard NK model, price rigidities are associated with countercyclical mark-up
and procyclical wage responses only when marginal returns to labour are decreasing.
Indeed, in that framework, under positive nominal shocks price rigidities cause output
fluctuations and increases of marginal costs; hence, one gets a reduction of the price-cost
margin that causes an outward shift of the demand curve (due to the lower mark -up) and
a movement along the labour supply curve, with a positive impact on real wages. Notice
also that in our model economy the procyclical wage response tends to be milder since
the wage curve is flatter, and it is not surprising that, for reasonable parameters values,
the acyclicalities in real wage patterns observed in many countries can easily be obtained.

http://www.rei.unipg.it/rei/article/view/49 5
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ticularly to contributions of Blanchard & Galı̀ (2007, 2010) who introduce
frictions in the form of hiring costs. Our results on unemployment dynam-
ics, as involuntary responses to aggregate shocks, confirm major findings of
Blanchard and Galı̀: productivity shocks generate, in the decentralized equi-
librium, inefficient effects on unemployment, with the consequence that un-
der nominal rigidities the optimal monetary policy must trade-off between
inflation and unemployment stabilization. However, the major novelty of
our paper is that it is capable of obtaining these results in a model economy
where no wage rigidities are introduced as ad hoc wage setting rules. At
the same time we preserve the tractability of the model, which we regard
as an important “plus”. This is achieved by not going all the way down
to allow both intensive and extensive margin adjustments or to introduce
a full-fledged search and matching model of the labour market. Instead,
we find a simple way for tracing a plausible relationship among parameters
representing different labour market “institutions”. For instance, a lower
separation rate, and therefore a higher labour protection, is usually associ-
ated to higher values of all the other factors that cause higher unemploy-
ment rates and lower job finding rates.8

Our model, as many other models with labour market imperfections,
outperforms the standard NK model as for the persistence of responses to
monetary shocks. In order to test the ability of our model to fit some real-
world feature of economic dynamics, we identify a measure of economy-
wide labour market rigidity, based on the unemployment rate and on the
job finding rate (but not on real wage stickiness). This allows us to simulate
the inflation and output volatility of two economies differing in their degree
of labour market rigidity. We find that a “rigid” economy (according to
our measure) displays lower unemployment volatility and higher inflation
volatility than a “flexible” economy. A result that is broadly consistent with
the findings of Giannone & Reichlin (2006) referred to the “flexible” US and
the “rigid” Euro area as they were before the Great Recession.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the
building blocks of the model with hiring costs, i.e. the (by now standard)
derivation of a new IS curve from utility maximisation and that of hiring,
pricing and employment decisions. In Section 3 the decentralised and the
constrained efficient equilibria of this economy are derived and compared,
stressing the role played by labour market externalities in the dynamics of a
decentralised economy. Section 4 deals with staggered prices and shows the
breakdown of the divine coincidence. After presenting the reduced model
in Section 5, and discussing the parameters used to calibrate the model (Sec-
tion 6), we compare the dynamics of our model with hiring frictions and that
of a standard NK model in Section 7. Section 8 presents our analysis of the

8 In a related contribution, Faia (2009) derives optimal Ramsey policy, not adopted in the
present paper, and finds that in a model with matching frictions optimal monetary policy
calls for deviations from strict price stability.

Copyright c© 2012 University of Perugia Electronic Press. All rights reserved 6
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relationship between labour market rigidity and the volatility of unemploy-
ment and inflation. Section 9 briefly concludes.

2 The Model

This section presents a simple dynamic stochastic general equilibrium
model with labour and product market imperfections. There are four groups
of agents: households, wholesale firms, retail firms and a monetary author-
ity. Each sector is described in detail below.

2.1 Households

The representative household is thought of as a continuum of members
with names on the unit interval. In equilibrium, some individuals will be
employed and others will not be; to avoid distributional issues, we follow
most of the literature in assuming that households perfectly insure each
other against fluctuations in consumption.

Lifetime utility depends on the consumption of the family and on the
household’s disutility of work:

E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
{
C1−σ
t

1− σ
− ξNt

(
h̄1+υ

1 + υ

)}
(1)

= E0

∞∑
t=0

βt
{
C1−σ
t

1− σ
− χNt

}
where β is the subjective discount factor and σ is the constant degree of
relative risk aversion and χ = ξ

(
h̄1+υ

1+υ

)
.

Notice that the disutility of labour for the household is the aggregate
of the individuals’ disutility of labour. Empirical evidence suggests that
most of the labour adjustment takes place along the extensive margin. Ac-
cordingly and for simplicity, we assume that each individual works a fixed
number of hours ht = h̄. Hence we rule out by assumption all adjustments
along the intensive margin. This assumption helps in magnifying the dy-
namic effects of hiring costs.

In our model economy, the utility function is linear in the number of the
employed people. Households own all firms in the economy and face, in
each period, the following budget constraint:

Ct +
Bt

Pt (1 + it)
= Dt +

Bt−1

Pt

where Ct is a standard Dixit-Stiglitz consumption bundle with elasticity of
substitution ε, Pt is the aggregate price level, (1 + it) is the gross nominal
interest rate of one-period bond and Dt is the per capita family income in

http://www.rei.unipg.it/rei/article/view/49 7
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period t, which is the sum of the wage income earned by employed family
members (WtNt) and the family share of aggregate profits from firms, net of
government lump-sum taxes.

Solving the intertemporal optimisation problem one gets the following
first order condition:

C−σt = β(1 + it)Et

(
C−σt+1

Pt
Pt+1

)
(2)

Log-linearising equation (2) around the steady state, one gets the new IS
curve (McCallum & Nelson, 1999):

ĉt = Etĉt+1 −
1

σ
(̂ıt − Etπ̂t+1) (3)

where variables with a hat denote log-deviations from steady state and π̂t =
log Pt

Pt−1
is the inflation rate at time t.

2.2 Firms and the Labour Market

The supply side of the economy follows Blanchard & Galı̀ (2010). There
are two sectors of production in the economy. Firms in the wholesale sec-
tor produce the intermediate homogeneous good in competitive markets.
This output is sold to retailers who are monopolistic competitive. Retailers
transform the homogeneous goods one for one into differentiated goods at
no cost. Price rigidities, in the form of Calvo (1983) price staggering, arise
in the retail sector, while search and hiring frictions are present in the inter-
mediate goods’ sector.

2.2.1 The Intermediate Sector

In the economy there is a continuum of wholesale firms, each producing
an intermediate good with an identical technology:

X i
t = AtN

i
t (4)

where productivity At follows an AR(1) process.
In such a model, employment dynamics can be defined by assuming an

average separation rate equal to δ, where δ ∈ (0, 1), and on the basis of an
optimum hiring rate equal to Ht, endogenously determined as the outcome
of optimal choices by individual firms. The separation rate δ, which is a
measure of the probability of job termination, is simply considered as an
exogenous parameter in some of the literature, even if some other studies
have tried to provide an endogenous determination (see, e.g. Trigari, 2009;
Walsh, 2005).

The evolution of employment at firm i is determined by the following:

N i
t = (1− δ)N i

t−1 +H i
t (5)

Copyright c© 2012 University of Perugia Electronic Press. All rights reserved 8
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At the aggregate level, employment Nt ≡
∫ 1

0
N i
tdi evolves according to the

following:
Nt = (1− δ)Nt−1 +Ht (6)

where Ht ≡
∫ 1

0
H i
tdi denotes the aggregate hiring level.

We denote by Ut the pool of jobless individuals who are available for
new jobs. Since we make assumptions below that ensure full participation
and the labour force is normalised to 1, Ut is defined as follows:

Ut = 1− (1− δ)Nt−1

After hiring decisions are undertaken, unemployment is defined as ut =
1−Nt.

The optimal hiring decisions are made under the hypothesis, suggested
in Howitt (1988), that firms face a cost of searching and recruiting new work-
ers. Specifically, we assume, as in Blanchard & Galı́ (2010), that hiring costs
for firm i are given as follows:

GtH
i
t (7)

where unit hiring costs are an increasing function of the labour market tight-
ness index xt = Ht

Ut
:

Gt = AtB (xt)
α = AtB

(
Ht

Ut

)α
(8)

where the elasticity of the hiring cost function α > 0 and B is a scaling
parameter that may be influenced by the policy maker.

The relevance of Gt in our model economy is strictly related to the exten-
sive margin hypothesis: each firm may adjust its optimal amount of labour
by recruiting additional workers and thus paying the hiring cost; the rel-
evance of hiring costs emerges even in more general models, where exten-
sive margin adjustments are accompanied by intensive margin adjustments,
provided the first kind of adjustment does not play a trivial role. Firms
may bear advertising, screening, and training costs and may incur in firing
costs when protection legislation imposes legal restrictions. In this context,
search and labour market frictions, explored along the lines suggested by
Mortensen & Pissarides (1994), are accompanied by turnover costs.

Furthermore, the marginal cost of hiring is increasing in the aggregate
level of hiring Ht; this captures the idea that a high rate of hiring may force
firms to increase their search intensity. That means that with an increase in
employment due to hiring (Ht) a “congestion” effect occurs: the recruitment
process becomes more difficult and the matching less favourable. Viceversa,
with an increase in Ut, it is easier for the firm to recruit workers, and the
matching between the skills required by the firm and those offered by the
available work-force improves.

The intermediate good is sold to retailers at relative price ϕt =
PI,t
Pt

, with
PI,t being the nominal price of the intermediate good. Profit maximization
gives the first order condition:

http://www.rei.unipg.it/rei/article/view/49 9
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ϕtAt =
Wt

Pt
+Gt − (1− δ)Et [βt+1Gt+1] (9)

where βt+1 = β
(
Ct+1

Ct

)−σ
is the stochastic discount factor for real payoffs.

Equation (9) states that the real marginal revenue product of labour (the
left-hand side) has to equal its real marginal cost, that now includes not only
real wages but also a component associated with hiring costs. Hiring new
workers at time t has two effects: i) it increases the recruitment costs at time
t - an effect represented by the term Gt; ii) it reduces the costs of hiring new
workers in period t+1, since higher levels of recruiting efforts undertaken in
the first period decrease the needs for firms to hire in the following period.
The second effect is captured by the last term in (9). Given the presence
of these two additional terms, the cyclical behaviour of marginal costs in a
model with hiring frictions can depart substantially from that of real wages.9

2.2.2 Wage Determination

The presence of search frictions creates a positive rent for existing em-
ployment relationships. Following much of the literature, we assume wages
are bargained to split this rent between the firm and the employee, accord-
ing to their respective bargaining power (Nash bargaining).

Let η denote the relative weight of workers in the Nash bargaining.10 It
can be shown that the Nash bargained wage (normalised by productivity)
is given by:

(
WNash
t /Pt

)
At

=
χ

AtC
−σ
t

+ η

{
Bxαt − β(1− δ)Et

[(
At+1

At

Cσt
Cσt+1

Bxαt+1

)
(1− xt+1)

]}
(10)

Intuitively, the Nash wage depends on the reservation wage (here given by
the marginal rate of substitution between leisure and consumption, χ

AtC
−σ
t

)
plus a volatile “wage premium”, which depends on the size of the rents for
existing employment relationships (the term in curled brackets) and on the
workers’ relative share of the surplus, η. The lower is η the less influenced is
the Nash wage by the possibly volatile components in (10). The size of the
rents is determined by the hiring cost component of the marginal costs in (9),
and by taking into account that the probability not to find a work in the next
period (1 − xt+1) exerts a disciplinary influence on current bargaining. By
inspection of (9) and (10) one can thus easily verify that hiring frictions cause
a double dynamic effect: the next period tighteness of the labour market
causes a larger increase in hirings today (the direct effect) and, additionally,
it influences the wage setting (the indirect effect).

9 See Krause & Lubik (2007).
10If we denote by ψ the relative bargaining power of workers, it is easy to show that η = ψ

1−ψ

Copyright c© 2012 University of Perugia Electronic Press. All rights reserved 10
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2.2.3 Final Goods Sector

In the economy there is a continuum of monopolistic retailers indexed by
z on the unit interval, each of them producing one differentiated consump-
tion good. Due to imperfect substitutability across goods, each retailer faces
a Dixit & Stiglitz (1977) demand function for his product:

yzt =

(
pzt
Pt

)−ε
Yt

Retailers share the same technology, which transforms one unit of wholesale
goods into one unit of retail goods, so that yzt = Xz

t . Firms in the retail sec-
tor purchase intermediate goods from wholesale producers at price ϕt and
convert it into a differentiated final good sold to households and wholesale
firms. Notice that the relative price of the intermediate goods ϕt represents
the marginal cost for the final good’s producers.

We introduce nominal price rigidity using the formalism à la Calvo (1983),
where each period firms may reset their prices with a probability 1−θ. Thus
we get the New Keynesian Phillips curve:

π̂t = βEtπ̂t+1 + λm̂ct (11)

where π̂t is inflation, m̂ct = ϕ̂t represents the log deviation of real marginal
cost from its steady state value and λ = (1 − βθ)(1 − θ)/θ. Note that while
(11) looks like the standard New Keynesian Phillips curve, the dynamics of
the real marginal costs are now substantially different from the ones of a
standard NK model, as they are deeply affected by the labour market insti-
tutions. In fact, log-linearizing equation (9) we can rewrite marginal costs
as:

m̂ct = µw
(
ŵRt − ât

)
+ αµgx̂t − β(1− δ)µgEt

{
β̂t,t+1 + ∆ât+1 + αx̂t+1

}
where β̂t,t+1 = −σ (ĉt+1 − ĉt), variables with hat denote log-deviations from
steady state, variables without subscript steady state values, µ = ε

ε−1
is

equal to the mark-up of retailers and g is the steady state value of unit hiring
costsGt. Marginal costs depend not only on the evolution of real wages and
productivity, as in the standard New Keynesian model; they also depend
on current labour market conditions (xt) and on the future labour market
conditions, as captured by the last term on the right-hand side.

3 The Natural and Constrained Efficient Equilib-
ria

Under flexible prices, the optimal price setting rule of final goods firms
takes the form of a mark-up over the real marginal costs:

pzt
Pt

= µϕt

http://www.rei.unipg.it/rei/article/view/49 11
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In a symmetric equilibrium all firms will charge the same price (pzt = Pt)
which implies that the real marginal cost will be constant and equal to the
inverse of the markup:

ϕt = MCt =
1

µ
(12)

Substituting the wage schedule (10) in the expression for the marginal
costs, we get the natural equilibrium under Nash bargaining:

χ

AtC
−σ
t

=
1

µ
− (1 + η)Bxαt (13)

+β(1− δ)Et

{(
Ct+1

Ct

)−σ
At+1

At
Bxαt+1 [1 + η(1− xt+1)]

}
The left hand side represents the marginal rate of substitution between con-
sumption and labour; the right hand side the corresponding marginal pri-
vate rate of transformation (both normalised by productivity). In an equi-
librium with flexible prices and Nash bargained wages, employment is in-
variant to productivity only if the utility function is log in consumption, i.e.
σ = 1.

It is also possible to solve the problem of a benevolent social planner
that maximises the welfare of the representative household in an economy
with the technological constraints and labour market frictions described so
far. Notice that the social planner internalises the effects of variations in em-
ployment on hiring costs. Hence the equilibrium one finds is a constrained
efficient equilibrium. The optimality condition for the social planner prob-
lem gives:11

χ

AtC
−σ
t

≤ 1− (1 + α)Bxαt (14)

+β(1− δ)Et

{(
Ct+1

Ct

)−σ
At+1

At
B(xαt+1 + αxαt+1(1− xt+1)

}
11Mathematically, the social planner solution derives from the maximization of the follow-

ing problem:

Max

∞∑
t=0

βt
{
C1−σ
t

1− σ
− χNt

}
s.t.

Ct = AtNt −GtHt = At (Nt −Bxαt Ht)

0 ≤ Nt ≤ 1

Notice that we use the fact that, given symmetry in preferences and technology, the social
planner chooses an equilibrium in which Ct(i) = Ct. Moreover, since participation in the
labour market, by lowering hiring costs, has no individual costs but some social benefits,
the social planner will choose an allocation with full participation. See also Blanchard &
Galı̀ (2010).
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which must hold with strict equality ifNt < 1. This condition (together with
the resource constraints) determine the optimal employment level in equi-
librium. The main difference between (14) and (13) is that in the constrained
efficient equilibrium the marginal rate of substitution between consumption
and labour is equal to the marginal social rate of transformation, as the social
planner successfully internalises all labour market externalities.

Comparing the constrained efficient and the decentralised equilibrium
with flexible prices, i.e. eq. (14) and eq. (13) respectively, we can see that
- as in Blanchard & Galı́ (2010) - the two equilibria are identical when two
conditions are fulfilled:

1. Monopolistic distortions in the final goods market are eliminated
through a production subsidy, i.e. the mark-up µ = 1

2. The workers’ relative share of the surplus in the Nash bargaining, η,
coincides with the elasticity of the hiring cost function, α (Hosios condition).

To better clarify the meaning of the second condition, notice that in de-
centralised economies each firm sets its optimal amount of hirings, with-
out internalising the effects on other firms with the result that the sum of
all individual decisions is conducive to an aggregate suboptimal outcome.
Indeed, when the workers’ share of the matching surplus η is small in com-
parison with the hiring costs elasticity α, recruiting additional workers will
be highly profitable and employment will set at a higher level; the opposite
must be true in case of an excessive workers’ bargaining power ((α− η) < 0)
that reduces the incentive to hiring. It is only under the strict equality η = α
(as well as µ = 1) that a decentralised equilibrium ends up to be coincident
with the optimal social choice.

In the following, to avoid complications arising from the fact that the
steady state unemployment differs in the two cases, we assume that em-
ployment is subsidised at a constant subsidy V . More precisely, we assume
that the subsidy V is such that the steady state employment level under the
decentralised equilibrium corresponds to the steady state employment un-
der the constrained efficient equilibrium.12 Notice that, even if the steady
state levels correspond, in the short run the dynamics in the two allocations
can (and will) differ.

It must be emphasised that in our model economy - where variations of
intensive margin are replaced by variations of extensive margin - exogenous
shocks cause changes in the number of hirings and in recruitment costs.

12It can be shown that the constant subsidy V is:

V = µ {1− g (α− η) (1− β(1− δ)(1− x)}

where g = Bxα. With this subsidy, the real marginal cost faced by firm i is now given by

MCt =
1

V

{
1

At

Wt

Pt
+Bxαt − β(1− δ)Et

{(
At+1

At

Cσt
Cσt+1

)
Bxαt+1

}}
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Additionally, the successful matching and the related surpluses offer more
opportunities for wage premia and cause a departure of wage rates from
competitive values. Indeed, in all the cases where α 6= η one obtains, as
seen before, a deviation of the natural equilibrium from the efficient alloca-
tion. Furthermore, the bargaining process, for low values of η, introduces
a substantial degree of wage rigidity (as already mentioned); this effect is
not counterbalanced by the reservation wage component, that under the
extensive margin hypothesis, exhibits, as we will see better below, a lower
elasticity to changes in real activities.

3.1 About Output Gaps

In this section we show how in our model, even in the absence of real wage
rigidities, the gap between the efficient and the natural level of employment
(or output) is not constant. The divine coincidence does not hold. The rea-
son is very simple: as the presence of hiring frictions introduces externalities
(both firms and workers do not realise the effects that their decisions have
on the labour market tightness indicator and thus on aggregate hiring costs)
the decentralised equilibrium will not move efficiently. As we shall see in
section 4 this is the premise for the breakdown of the divine coincidence.

Let variables with bars and the subscript 1 denote log deviations from
the steady state of the endogenous variables under the efficient outcome
while ât is an exogenous productivity shocks. Log-linearizing equation (14),
we get the evolution of the constrained efficient level of employment, which
is implicitly determined as:13

χ

C−σ
σn̄1t = − χ

C−σ
(σ − 1) ât − (1 + α)αg [x̄1t − β(1− x)Etx̄1t+1] (15)

13To derive this solution, we use the fact that the loglinear approximations for the labour
market tightness xt = Ht

Ut
and for consumption are given by:

δx̄1t = n̄1t − (1− δ)(1− x)n̄1t−1

c̄1t = ât +
1− g
1− δg

n̄1t +
g (1− δ)
1− δg

n̄1t−1 −
ϕg

1− δg
δx̄1t

Following Blanchard & Galı̀ (2010), we introduce two approximations that considerably
simplify the characterization of the equilibrium:

1. Hiring costs are small relative to output, so that we can approximate c̄1t with c̄1t =
ât + n̄1t. More precisely, we assume that δ and g are of the same order of magnitude of
n̄1t, implying that terms involving gn̄1t or δn̄1t are of second order. We assume the same
to be true for ât (i.e. ât and n̄1t are of the same order).

2. Fluctuations in x̄1t are large relative to those in n̄1t, an approximation that follows from
the log-linearization of the labour tightness index and the assumption of a low separation
rate. This implies that terms involving gx̄1t or δx̄1t cannot be ignored.

Similar approximations are used in the derivation of the flexible prices and sticky prices
cases.
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where g = Bxα and the variables without time subscripts denote steady
state values. It can be shown that the constrained efficient employment level
will be invariant to productivity shocks if and only if σ = 1. Intuitively,
when σ = 1 the first term on the right hand side of (15) vanishes and the
productivity shock has no effect on the labour market tightness and hence
both x̄1t and Etx̄1t+1 are equal to zero. For σ > 1, however, the constrained
efficient employment level is negatively affected by the productivity shock,
since the negative income effect is higher than the positive substitution ef-
fect.

Similarly, it is possible to find the evolution of natural employment level
(the subscript 2 denote the natural level of a variable):

χ

C−σ
σn̄2t = − χ

C−σ
(σ − 1) ât−(1+η)αgx̄2t+βg [α+ αη (1− x)− ηx]Etx̄2t+1 (16)

Expression (16) is very similar to (15). Again, in (16) only if σ = 1 em-
ployment will be invariant to productivity shocks. The reason, in both cases,
is that the income effect and the substitution effect on labour supply off-
set one another. But there is one key difference between the two solutions:
while in the constrained efficient solution the social planner correctly inter-
nalises the effects of additional hirings on hiring costs - and the elasticity
of (shadow) wages to labour market tightness changes is α - in the decen-
tralised solution workers and firms do not internalise this effect and the
elasticity of wages to labour market tightness changes is given by the work-
ers’ relative share of the employment rent, η.

We can also express the evolution of natural employment as deviations
from the efficient level. Define the employment gap as ñt = n̄2t − n̄1t. After
some algebra we get the evolution of the gap between first and second best
employment:

ñt = −(1 + η)α
g

%
x̃t + β

g

%
[α + αη (1− x)− ηx]Etx̃t+1 + (α− η)

g

δ%
T̂t (17)

where % = σχ
C−σ

, T̂t = kon̄1t − k1Etn̄1t+1 − k2n̄1t−1 varies with exogenous
shocks and the parameters ki depend on structural parameters. Interest-
ingly, as long as α 6= η, the gap between the constrained efficient and the
natural employment levels is not constant but varies with shocks (through
variations in T̂t).

Blanchard & Galı́ (2007) argue that the divine coincidence is due to the
fact that the gap between the efficient level of output and the natural level
of output (i.e. the one that would prevail if prices were flexible) is constant.
They also argue that the divine coincidence breaks down in the presence
of real wage rigidities. In our model economy, even in absence of real wage
rigidities, the conditions under which the divine coincidence holds are not met. As
already stressed, the reason for this is the presence of a labour market ex-
ternality: in the decentralised economy firms do not internalise the effects
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that their hiring decisions have on the aggregate hiring costs. The pres-
ence of this dynamic externality means that - even if the steady state of the
constrained efficient economy and the decentralised one are the same - the
dynamics of the two economies are different. The presence of an externality
- even a dynamic one - implies a market failure and is a prima facie reason
for policy intervention. As we shall see in the following sections this has
profound implications for the trade offs the Central Bank has to face when
designing its monetary policy.

4 The Divine Coincidence Breaks Down

In this model, the presence of labour market frictions introduces a non-
trivial trade-off between inflation and output gap stabilization: the divine
coincidence does not hold. To show this, it is convenient to rewrite the
Phillips curve in terms of output gaps:

π̂t = βEtπ̂t+1 + λ
µ

V
{%ñt + (1 + η)αgx̃t − βg [α + αη (1− x)− ηx]Etx̃t+1}

− (α− η)λ
g

δ

µ

V
T̂t (18)

where variables with tilde now denote deviations of the sticky price out-
come from the constrained efficient allocation.

Equation (18) highlights the determinants of marginal costs. Marginal
costs increase with the number of the employed (ñt) as the firm has to pay
higher wages to persuade households to provide more labour. This is the
only channel at work in the standard NK model. In the hiring cost model,
the changing of labour market conditions at time t (i.e. an increase of x̃t)
increases marginal costs through two channels. A tighter labour market,
in fact, increases both hiring costs and the bargained wage, as the rents as-
sociated to an existing employment relationship are higher. An expected
increase of Etx̃t+1, instead, has the opposite effect, as it becomes convenient
for the firm to hire at time t in order to be ready for a more difficult labour
market in time t + 1. Finally, in the presence of the labour market external-
ity (i.e. when α 6= η), productivity shocks have an independent effect on
marginal costs: the divine coincidence does not hold.

To see this trade-off more clearly, consider at first a central bank that
adopts a “pure inflation targeting” strategy, i.e. a strategy aimed at stabil-
ising inflation at all horizons (π̂t = 0 for all t). From (18) it follows that the
employment gap evolves according to the following:

ñt = −(1 + η)α
g

%
x̃t + β

g

%
[α + αη (1− x)− ηx]Etx̃t+1 + (α− η)

g

δ%
T̂t (19)

where T̂t (as long as σ > 1) is negatively related to productivity shocks.
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The important point to note is that here - in contrast to the standard NK
model - a pure inflation targeting strategy is unable to stabilise the employ-
ment gap in the face of productivity shocks: employment deviations from
the benchmark will be sizeable and display a high degree of inertia. Notice
also that under the pure inflation targeting strategy, firms have no incentive
to change their prices;14 accordingly, the dynamics of the employment gap
replicate exactly the dynamics under flexible prices, as can be easily seen by
comparing (19) with (17).

Secondly, consider a “pure employment targeting” policy, a strategy ai-
med at stabilising the (un)employment gap in each period, i.e. ñt = 0 for all
t, which implies that also the labour market tightness is constant (x̃t) for all
t. Iterating forward the Phillips Curve (18), one gets:

π̂t = − (α− η)λ
g

δ

µ

V

∞∑
s=0

βsEtT̂t+s

A “pure employment targeting” strategy is thus unable to stabilise infla-
tion. The presence of hiring costs, by affecting the distance between the
constrained efficient and the natural level of output, creates a non trivial
trade-off between output and inflation stabilisation. This calls into question
the role of the monetary authority.

We remark that either one or the other of the following conditions must
be satisfied for the divine coincidence to hold:

1. The intertemporal substitution parameter, 1
σ

, must be equal to 1, i.e.
σ = 1. If σ = 1, in fact, the income and substitution effects on labour sup-
ply offset each other and employment is invariant to productivity shocks.
Hence, as the dynamics are closed, the dynamic externality cannot have
any impact. Mathematically, T̂t = 0.

2. The elasticity of hiring costs to labour market tightness, α, is equal
to the relative bargaining power of workers, η (Hosios condition). When
α = η the labour market externality (and consequently the dynamic trade-
off between inflation and unemployment stabilization) disappears.

For the divine coincidence not to hold σ 6= 1 and α 6= η must simulta-
neously apply. Interestingly, the direction of the trade-off is not uncontro-
versial, since it depends on the hiring costs frictions and on the workers’
bargaining power.

Consider for instance equation (19), and assume σ > 1. Three cases can
be considered. When α > η, a positive productivity shock generates a neg-
ative employment gap, i.e. employment under the decentralised solution
reacts more than under the efficient solution. Intuitively, the hiring cost
elasticity α determines the efficient response of wages to hiring costs, while
the workers’ share in the Nash bargaining, η, determines how wages evolve
in the decentralised equilibrium. When α > η, the response of wages to

14See e.g. Galı̀ (2002) for a discussion of this point.
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shocks in the decentralised equilibrium is inefficiently low; hence, employ-
ment reactions (which are negative, as seen in section above, since income
effects are higher than substitution effects) are too strong, giving rise to a
negative employment gap.

When α < η the opposite is true and a productivity shock creates a pos-
itive employment gap. In the limiting case α = η, real wages react exactly
as they would in the constrained efficient solution, the labour market exter-
nality disappears and the divine coincidence holds again.15

The presence of the labour market externality is thus likely to have inter-
esting policy implications. To the extent that the central bank values both in-
flation and unemployment stabilization, a pure inflation targeting strategy
is not optimal anymore. The direction of the interest rate response, how-
ever, depends crucially on the labour market characteristics. Consider again
a positive productivity shock. When α > η, real wages do not react enough
to productivity shocks and the central bank can reduce the employment gap
by allowing positive inflation. Similarly, when α < η the employment gap
can be reduced by an opposite measure. Optimal monetary policy is thus
likely to be pro-cyclical when the workers’ bargaining power is low and
counter-cyclical when it is high.16

5 The Monetary Authority and the Reduced Model

In order to close the model, we need first to introduce a suitable charac-
terisation of monetary policy. As in the present paper we are not interested
in pursuing an analysis of optimal monetary policy, we shall simply assume
the Central Bank sets the short term nominal interest rate by reacting to the
average inflation and employment levels in the economy. Specifically, we
assume the monetary authority follows the Taylor-type rule (here in log-
linear form)

ı̂t = ρmı̂t−1 + φπ (1− ρm) π̂t + φy (1− ρm) n̂t + εmt (20)

Consistently with empirical evidence, we assume that monetary policy
displays a certain degree ρm of interest rate smoothing.17 The parameters
φπ and φy are the response coefficients to inflation and employment respec-
tively. The term εmt capture an i.i.d monetary policy shock.
15To get additional intuition about the results, a simple mapping between this model and

the standard labour market search model can also be used. It is easy to show that the
hiring cost elasticity α corresponds to ξ

1−ξ in the standard search model, where ξ is the
elasticity of the matching function with respect to unemployment. As we mentioned be-
fore, the workers’ share in the Nash bargaining can be written as η = ψ

1−ψ , where ψ is the
workers’ relative bargaining power. Since empirical estimates of ξ are close to 0.5, we can
consider α to be around 1. It follows that η > α if workers’ bargaining power is higher
than firms’ bargaining power (i.e. ψ > 0.5) and viceversa.

16See also Faia (2009).
17See, e.g, Clarida et al. (1999).
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The model presented so far, although featuring several market imper-
fections and institutional parameters, can be reduced to a relatively sim-
ple three equations macro-model as can be done with the standard NK
model. The equilibrium in our economy with hiring costs, Nash bargaining
and equilibrium unemployment is fully characterised by the Euler equation
(that gives rise to the IS equation), the NKPC and the description of mon-
etary policy. Using the approximation ût = − (1− u) n̂t, we can write the
system as deviations from steady state values as:18

1. IS

ût =
(1− u)

σ
(̂ıt − Etπ̂t+1) + Etût+1 − (1− u)Et∆at+1 (21)

2. Monetary Policy

ı̂t = ρmı̂t−1 + φπ (1− ρm) π̂t −
φy (1− ρm)

(1− u)
ût + εmt (22)

3. NKPC

π̂t = βEt {π̂t+1} − κ0ût + κ1ût−1 + κ2Etût+1 + κ3ât (23)

The main difference with respect to a standard NK model - apart from
the fact that here we allow for involuntary unemployment - lies in the NKPC,
where the coefficients κi are now functions of the structural parameters
characterizing the two economies: workers’ bargaining power, hiring costs,
separation rates, markups, degree of nominal stickiness, and so on. Intu-
itively, the introduction of hiring costs frictions substantially change the dy-
namics of the marginal costs, which in turn influence the firms’ optimal
price setting and thus the slope of the Phillips curve.

Something more is to be said about the Phillips curve in (23). The current
inflation unemployment trade off is conditioned by κ0 and this parameter is
defined as follows:

κ0 = κ
′

0 + κ
′′

0

κ
′

0 = λ
µ

V
1

(1− u)
%

κ
′′

0 = λ
µ

V (1− u)

g

δ
{(1 + η)α + β (α + αη (1− x)− ηx) (1− δ)(1− x)}

18Notice that, to perform simulations, we have used the model derived in terms of devia-
tions from steady state instead that in terms of deviations from the first best. We decided
so mainly for two reasons. First, the focus of the analysis is positive, and the model in
terms of deviations from steady state is more directly comparable with actual data (espe-
cially after that both have been detrended in the same way). As many have highlighted,
in fact (see e.g. Galı̀ 2002), the theoretical output gap has a different nature than the HP-
detrended output gap (and is much more difficult to estimate). Second, the results of our
model are more easily comparable with others found in the literature.
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where, as before, % = χσ
C−σ

. Furthermore, for the lagged and expected terms
one has the parameters:

κ1 = λ
µ

V (1− u)
(1 + η)

αg

δ
(1− δ)(1− x)

κ2 = λ
µ

V (1− u)
β
g

δ
(α + αη (1− x)− ηx)

κ3 = λ
µ

V
χCσ (σ − 1)

As one can see from κ
′
0 and κ′′0, the slope coefficients which capture the

current inflation unemployment tradeoff are determined by the interaction
of two groups of structural parameters: λ, which is influenced by the de-
gree of nominal rigidity indicator θ, and various structural imperfections of
product (µ) and labour markets (α, η, δ).

The tradeoff is thus governed by the sensitivity of price adjustments to
nominal shocks, but also by all the factors that enhance the complementari-
ties in price decisions and thus amplify the macroeconomic impact of price
stickiness at the single firm level. First of all, a pricing complementarity
(obtained by higher values of µ) reduces the incentive of a single firm to
change its relative price and thus it is a source of stickiness which enters as
a multiplicative factor in κ′0 and κ′′0. Secondly, all the labour institutions that
enhance real wage rigidities reduce the individual incentive to price adjust-
ment; in other words, a demand shock requires a smaller change in relative
price, the smaller is the change of the real wage. This means that all the
variables which cause a flat wage curve and a flat supply curve strengthen
the role of θ, making it more likely a non vertical Phillips curve.

A more detailed analysis of such structural labour market imperfections
shows that the magnitude of hiring frictions and their combined influence
(the multiplicative terms in η, g, α in κ

′′
0) play a role in explaining the in-

flation unemployment trade off. Let us consider, for instance, the propa-
gation mechanism in case of a monetary shock. Under positive nominal
shocks, as output raises and firms increase hirings, the labour market tight-
ens. However, unemployment reductions are smaller the higher are the hir-
ing costs and matching rents going to employees. Thus higher values of g,
α, η, (through κ

′′
0) are accompanied by smaller decreases in unemployment

and a steeper Phillips curve is obtained.
Finally, hiring frictions influence the intertemporal inflation-unemploy-

ment relation, a dynamic linkage totally absent in the standard New Key-
nesian Phillips Curve. As shown by (27), past and expected unemployment
rates influence current inflation rates and, under positive recruiting costs,
even if price-setters are not backward-looking, current inflation rates are in
the end influenced by past hiring decisions. A positive link between lagged
unemployment rates and current marginal costs (and inflation rates) may be
explained as follows. For a given amount of current labour demand N i

t , the
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higher is the labour workforce inherited by the previous recruiting efforts
(and thus the lower is the unemployment rate), the lower are the today hir-
ings needs, sinceH i

t = N i
t−(1−δ)N i

t−1; moreover, for a given level of desired
hirings, the lower is the unemployment rate, the higher are the congestion

effects, since ∂ut
∂Nt−1

= −(1 − δ) and Gt = AtB
(
Ht
Ut

)α
. Therefore, the model

with hiring costs is suitable to replicate the persistent response of output
and employment.19

The positive relation between expected unemployment and current infla-
tion is reasonable by simply recalling that current marginal costs decrease
with the expected labour tighteness and thus one can easily justify κ2 > 0.
Both the dynamic effects, the lagged and the expected ones, are more sig-
nificant when workers and employees are tied by long term relationships,
as can be ascertained by inspecting the values of κ1 and κ2 which become
larger for lower separation rates δ.

In the following, we focus on the positive implications of different labour
market institutions for the dynamic behaviour of the stylised economy. We
first compare the model with a standard New Keynesian model, where
structural imperfections in the labour market are absent. We then perform a
sensitivity analysis in order to explore how the economy responds to shocks
as some fundamental parameters change. The model presented allows one
to pursue the analysis of the differences in dynamic performance between
two economies, characterised by different degrees of market imperfection
and labour protection.

6 Calibration

In this section we describe the parameter values used in our baseline
calibration. These parameters are chosen to be largely consistent with those
standard in the New Keynesian literature. The following table summarises
the baseline values for the key parameters of our model with hiring costs:

19By simply rewriting the New Keynesian Phillips Curve obtained in our model economy,
one gets the persistent and expected effects that influence the current unemployment rate:

ût = − 1

κ0
π̂t +

1

κ0
βEt {π̂t+1}+

κ1
κ0
ût−1 +

κ2
κ0
Etût+1 +

κ3
κ0
ât
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Preferences and Technology β σ ε µ
0.99 2 11 1.1

Labour market u x δ η α
0.05 0.7 0.12 0.5 1

Price nominal rigidity θ
0.75

Interest Rate rule ρm φπ φy
0.9 1.1 0

Shocks’ Persistence and volatility ρa σa σm
0.9 0.01 0.002

Preferences and technology: β is set equal to 0.99, which implies a riskless
annual return of about 4 percent (The time period is taken to correspond to
a quarter). We assume σ = 2, which implies a higher degree of risk aversion
than that implied by a log utility function. The elasticity of substitution
between differentiated goods ε is set equal to 11, corresponding to a markup
µ = 1.1.20 The steady state level of productivity A is set equal to 1 only for
simplicity.

The labour market: In the baseline calibration, we set unemployment to
be u = 0.05, which is roughly consistent with the average unemployment in
the US. The steady state job-finding rate x is set to 0.7, which corresponds
approximately to a monthly rate of 0.3. Given u and x, it is possible to
determine the separation rate using the relation δ = ux/ ((1− u) (1− x)).
We obtain a value for δ roughly equal to 0.12. The relative bargaining power
η is set to 0.5, which implies that firms have higher bargaining power than
workers. The scaling parameter B is chosen such that hiring costs represent
a 1 percent fraction of steady state output.21 The parameters χ can then be
determined using steady state identities.

The degree of price rigidity θ is set equal to 0.75, as in Galı́ (2002), implying
an average duration of a price contract of one year (a level higher than that
suggested in Galı́ & Gertler, 1999 for the U.S. economy).

Following Walsh (2005), we adopt a baseline interest rate rule for mon-
etary policy where the central bank is assumed to respond to inflation but
not to the economic activity (φy = 0). Furthermore, we assume that the de-
gree of inertia in the policy rule ρm equals 0.9, a value consistent with the
empirical evidence on policy rules.

Persistence and volatility of shocks: productivity shocks have a persistence
parameter ρa = 0.9. Following Walsh (2005), we set the standard deviation
of the policy shock σm = 0.002 and the standard deviation of productivity
shocks to σa = 0.01.

20Notice that a mark-up of 1.1 is definitely lower than the average (1970-1992) mark-up in
manufacturing estimated for several OECD countries by Oliveira Martins et al. (1996).

21To pin down B, we use the fact that in steady state hiring costs represent a fraction δg =
δB (x)

α of GDP.
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7 Comparison with the Standard NK Model

In this section, we compare the dynamics of our model with hiring costs
with that of a standard New Keynesian model. Notice that, for an easier
comparison, we use exactly the same parameter values for the two models.
The only parameter that enters into the standard NK model, but is absent
in our model, is the inverse of the elasticity of labour supply, v, which -
consistently with micro evidence - we set equal to 3. The introduction of
hiring frictions substantially modifies the working of the labour market and
the transmission mechanism of shocks.

In the standard NK model the labour market is perfectly competitive
and labour supply and demand meet to clear the market. This implies that
the dynamics of real wages and marginal costs are strictly related to the
evolution of the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and
labour, i.e. Wt

Pt
= ξ

hυt
C−σt

and MCt = Wt

AtPt
= ξ

hυt
AtC

−σ
t

.
In the hiring costs model the presence of hiring frictions introduces two

opposite effects. On the one side, labour demand becomes steeper. To see
this, consider the evolution of marginal cost equation, which we rewrite
here for convenience:

MCt =
1

V

{
Wt

AtPt
+Bxαt − β(1− δ)Et

[(
At+1

At

Cσ
t

Cσ
t+1

)
Bxαt+1

]}
(24)

In the hiring costs model, marginal costs depend not only on real wages
and productivity (as in the standard NK model), but also on marginal hiring
costs, which are increasing in xt = Ht

Ut
. Increasing the number of employed

in the economy thus raises hiring costs and makes the adjustment on the
labour quantity side more costly. When Ut is very small, the labour demand
schedule becomes almost vertical as hiring costs become prohibitively high.

On the other side, the wage rule with hiring costs is flatter than the
labour supply function in a standard New Keynesian model. By passing
from the intensive to the extensive margin of labour variations the reser-
vation wage becomes more rigid and permits to lower the elasticity of real
wages with respect to changes in output. This second channel tends to limit
changes in the price side and to increase the fluctuation of quantities.

These two effects operate in opposite directions and tend to offset each
other. It can be shown that for reasonable parameter values (that is, as long
as the elasticity of disutility of labour to hours worked v > 1), the second
effect tends to dominate, and the model with hiring frictions is found to
have more rigid real wages.22

22It must be reminded that in the hiring costs model the reservation wage is given by χCσt =

ξCσt h
1+v

/ (1 + v); thus the slope of the labour supply is conditioned by ξh
1+v

/ (1 + v) ,
where his the fixed amount of working hours. On the contrary, in the standard NK model
the slope of the labour supply is conditioned by ξhvt , where hours ht are elastically sup-
plied.
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Figure 1 - Monetary Policy Shock

Figure 1 shows the impact of a monetary shock, which in our simulation
takes the form of a 1% increase in the nominal interest rate.

Several interesting facts emerge. First, inflation in the model with hir-
ing costs appears to be less volatile and slightly more persistent than in a
standard NK economy. Second, the response of output shows higher per-
sistence in the hiring model. Therefore, the model with hiring costs is able to
better replicate a central dynamic feature of real world economies, namely
“the sluggish response of inflation together with the large and persistent
response of output” (Trigari 2009, p. 1). Third, in the hiring-model the sen-
sitivity of real marginal costs and of real wages to output changes is much
lower than in the standard NK model. Interestingly, the low volatility of
real wages is obtained endogenously, without the need to impose an unex-
plained real wage rigidity.

The intuitive reasons behind the results here obtained are as follows:
a positive nominal shock causes an increase in the aggregate demand for
goods and labour. Accordingly, in period t recruiting activities and unit hir-
ing costs also increase. However, for each additional hiring undertaken in
this period, there will be (1 − δ) more employed workers in the next pe-
riod. In this context, additional current hirings generate, in period t + 1,
two externalities. On the one hand, through the thick market effect, the in-
crease in the number of employed workers reduces the costs of new hires;
on the other hand, a lower level of unemployment has a negative impact
since it represents an obstacle to the matching process and thus increases
hiring costs (thin market externality). These two forces - which influence
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the labour market tightness index - may counterbalance one another and
as a net effect may produce not only a less pronounced responsiveness of
marginal costs to employment fluctuations, but also a smoother dynamics.

It must be noticed, as shown in Figure 1, that the marginal cost response
is wider than the wage contraction since it includes the reduction due hiring
costs; thus the gap between wage and cost changes, as analysed in section
2.2, may contribute to explain the low correlation between inflation and real
wages observed in reality (Krause and Lubik, 2007). In any case, from the
comparison of the two models shown in Figure 1, it is relevant to stress a
higher degree of rigidity in marginal costs in the hiring model with respect
to the parallel response recorded in the standard NK model, partially ex-
plained by the reversal impacts of expected hiring costs, analysed in section
2.2. These divergent patterns are prolonged and last in subsequent periods.

Our simple model with hiring costs is thus able to overcome many of
the dynamic weaknesses of the standard NK model. Furthermore, it can be
shown that these dynamics, obtained with a simple and tractable model, are
qualitatively similar to the ones obtained in those more complex NK models
which incorporate labour search (see e.g. Trigari, 2009 or Walsh, 2005).

Figure 2 - Productivity Shock

Figure 2 shows the impact of a positive productivity shock in the hiring
costs model and in the standard NK model. The presence of hiring fric-
tions substantially affects the dynamics of the real wages. In the standard
NK model real wages decrease on impact but turn slightly positive in the
medium run; in the hiring costs model, instead, the reaction of real wages is
close to zero on impact, and remain positive but small in the medium run.
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Accordingly, marginal costs and inflation are less volatile in the model with
hiring costs. Finally, the presence of hiring frictions explains why output
reacts by less in the hiring costs model than in the standard NK.

8 Inflation and Employment Volatility and Labour
Market Institutions

The objective of this section is to analyse how inflation and unemploy-
ment volatility are influenced by different labour market structures. Cali-
brating the degree of labour market rigidities is a challenging task, as the
overall degree of “rigidity” in the labour market does not depend only on
one parameter but on the overall configuration of the labour market, as cap-
tured by the interplay of different parameters. It is common in the liter-
ature to vary one parameter at a time; this strategy however ignores the
fact that in real world economies different parameters are usually linked in
an intuitive and predictable way. Hereafter we analyse how inflation and
unemployment volatility are influenced by different labour market institu-
tions by taking explicitly into account the interplay of such institutions (as
represented by measurable parameters).

Specifically, following Blanchard & Galı́ (2010), we characterise the struc-
ture of the labour market by calibrating the steady state unemployment and
job-finding rates (u and x); the separation rate is then determined through
the steady state relationship δ = ux/ ((1− u) (1− x)).23 Figure 3 shows how
inflation and unemployment volatility depend on the job-finding and the
unemployment rates. Simulations are performed by varying the job-finding
rate from 0.25 to 0.75 and the unemployment rate from 0.11 to 0.05. Each
point in the (x, u) plane corresponds to a different steady state (i.e. to a dif-
ferent stylised economy); the vertical axes displays the corresponding level
of inflation and unemployment volatilities respectively.24 The lower corner
corresponds to a very “rigid” country, i.e. a country characterised by both
a low job-finding rate (0.25) and a high unemployment rate (0.11). The op-
posite holds for the upper corner. Both x and u go therefore from the more
rigid to the more flexible case.

Figure 3 allows one to analyse how the inflation and unemployment
volatility of the stylised economy change when the job-finding rate and/or
the unemployment rate vary, taking as given the monetary policy rule and
the nature of exogenous shocks.

Consider at first the coeteris paribus effect of an increase in the job finding
rate x. For a given level of the unemployment rate (for example u = 0.05),

23We calibrate directly the job-finding rate and the unemployment rate because these are
more easily estimated than the reservation wage or the separation rate.

24Inflation and unemployment volatilities are obtained by simulating the model using both
monetary shocks and productivity shocks. The persistence and volatilities of shocks are
calibrated as explained in section 6.
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Figure 3 - Labour Market Institutions and Volatilities

inflation volatility varies between more than 1.8 when the job-finding rate
is 0.25 to less than 0.8 when x = 0.75. Unemployment volatility instead, for
the same parameters’ values, goes from 0.7 to 1.7. In other words, a higher
job-finding rate reduces the volatility of inflation and increases unemploy-
ment volatility. Intuitively, if the job-finding rate is higher, workers face a
better outside option (i.e. they can find more easily another job) and they
are therefore less willing to accept a big reduction in wages in order to keep
the job. The volatility of real wages, marginal costs and inflation is thus in-
versely related to the job-finding rate; the opposite holds for the volatility
of unemployment.

Interestingly, the coeteris paribus effect of a decrease in the steady state
unemployment rate u is just opposite. For instance, for a job-finding rate
fixed at x = 0.25, inflation volatility increases from around 1 to more than 1.8
when u goes from 0.11 to 0.05; unemployment volatility instead decreases
from more than 1 to less than 0.7. The intuition behind this result is as
follow. In the model, coeteris paribus, a lower unemployment can only be ex-
plained - through steady state relationships - by a lower steady state reser-
vation wage χ

AtC
−σ
t

and a lower probability of job termination δ. A lower
steady state reservation wage implies a lower degree of real wage rigid-
ity, since the portion of wages that is relatively insensitive to market vari-
ations is relatively smaller; when the probability of exogenous separation
gets lower, instead, more matches survive from one period to the other and
employment becomes less sensitive to labour market conditions. These two
channels thus go in the same direction, and explain why, in our model, the
volatility of unemployment is positively related to the steady state unem-
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ployment rate.

Figure 4 - Trade off Between Inflation and Unemployment Volatility

Figure 4 shows the implications of different labour market structures for
the tradeoff between inflation volatility and unemployment volatility (sim-
ply calculated as the ratio among the two). Different labour market insti-
tutions determine how costly it is for firms to absorb shocks by changing
prices or by changing the quantities produced. A higher job-finding rate,
which makes the adjustment on the quantity side easier, tends to increase
unemployment volatility and to decrease inflation volatility: the tradeoff
decreases. A lower unemployment rate, which has the opposite effect, in-
creases the tradeoff between inflation volatility and unemployment volatil-
ity.

In a more rigid economy, which is typically characterised by a lower job-
finding rate but a higher unemployment rate, the two effects tend thus to
operate in opposite directions. Which one is likely to dominate? To answer
this question, we start by noticing that it is difficult to imagine economies
characterised by a low job-finding rate and a low unemployment rate, and
viceversa. Indeed, job-finding rates and unemployment rate seem to be
linked in the following way: countries with low job-finding rates are usu-
ally those with higher unemployment rate, and viceversa. It is therefore rea-
sonable to assume that real world economies are placed around the North-
South diagonal in Figure 4.

We therefore focus on this diagonal and construct a “labour market rigid-
ity” index that defines a labour market as flexible when it is characterised by
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Figure 5 - Labour Market Rigidity Index

high job-finding and low unemployment rates. Specifically, we take a one
dimensional look in which the job finding rate and the unemployment rate
are linearly linked. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the job-finding
rate x, the unemployment rate u and the implied separation rate δ used in
the calibration. Notice that to any particular value of labour market rigidity
corresponds a different steady state and that in a rigid economy, as in real
data, a low job-finding rate is associated with a low separation rate and a
high unemployment rate.

The results of the simulations performed by varying the degree of labour
market rigidity are in Figure 6. More rigid labour markets tend to increase
the volatility of inflation and to decrease the volatility of real variables.
The trade-off between inflation and unemployment volatility is therefore
increasing in the degree of labour market rigidity. These two results can be
reconciled by looking at the impulse response functions (see the appendix).
When labour markets are more rigid, monetary shocks are mainly absorbed
through a large (but short-lived) increase in inflation, while both monetary
and productivity shocks entail smaller unemployment fluctuations. Intu-
itively, when hiring new workers becomes more costly, firms find relatively
more convenient to absorb a shock through changes in prices than through
changes in the produced quantities. As a consequence, inflation reacts more
to shocks while the response of output and unemployment gets smaller.

More sophisticated explanations can be given. As noted before, what
we show is a purely general equilibrium result. Coeteris paribus, higher
job-finding and separation rates both increase unemployment volatility. A
higher steady state job-finding rate increases the negotiated wage and the
degree of real wage rigidity: inflation becomes less sensitive to unemploy-
ment changes (the Phillips curve gets flatter). Similarly, as the probability of
exogenous separation gets higher, fewer matches survive from one period
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Figure 6 - Rigid vs Flexible Economies

to the other and employment becomes more sensitive to labour market con-
ditions. Again, this implies that inflation is less sensitive to unemployment
changes. A lower steady state unemployment rate has the opposite effect,
as a lower unemployment rate is explained by a lower reservation wage
and a lower separation rate, which both tend to decrease unemployment
volatility.

As we have just shown, under realistic values of these variables, the first
two effects dominate and more “flexible” labour markets tend to be charac-
terised by bigger real fluctuations (as the Phillips curve gets flatter). These
findings seem to mimic well the actual experience of the US and Euro area
economies before the Great Recession: the US being more flexible and dis-
playing more volatile output levels and the Euro area being more rigid and
displaying less volatile output levels but more volatile inflation (Giannone
& Reichlin, 2006).

9 Conclusion

There is by now a number of papers aimed at overcoming the main
shortcomings of the standard New Keynesian model, i.e. the absence of
involuntary unemployment, the absence of a trade off between output and
inflation stabilisation and the low and persistent output response to shocks.
In the present paper we show that a relatively easy way to model labour
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market imperfection, due to hiring costs, is sufficient to overcome the short-
comings of the standard New Keynesian model, without introducing an ex-
ogenous real wage rigidity (as done, for instance by Blanchard & Galı́, 2007
and 2010).

We have seen that the introduction of a more realistic labour market
structure into an otherwise standard New Keynesian framework is capa-
ble of delivering involuntary unemployment as a steady state equilibrium
and the breakdown of the so called divine coincidence. The existence of a
dynamic externality - due to the effects of hiring decisions on hiring costs
faced by firms - makes the dynamic behaviour of a decentralised economy
differ from that of the constrained efficient economy and leads the divine
coincidence to vanish. After allowing for staggered pricing à la Calvo, we
showed that - due to the absence of divine coincidence - neither is pure
inflation targeting able to stabilise employment fluctuations nor is pure em-
ployment targeting able to stabilise inflation, as it would be the case in a
standard NK model.

The tradeoff found in the present paper is not only affected by the degree
of nominal rigidity, but also by the combined influence of several labour
market structural features, including the bargaining power of workers, the
separation rate and the job finding rate. Moreover, hiring frictions influ-
ence both the current and the intertemporal inflation-unemployment trade-
off, generating a persistent dynamic response of output and employment to
shocks. In such a context it seems at least unwarrented the so called “World
Consensus on Monetary Policy” claimed by Marvin Goodfriend (2007), ac-
cording to whom “inflation targeting yields the best cyclical behaviour of
employment and output that monetary policy can deliver. Thus, and here is
a revolutionary point delivered by the modern theoretical consensus, even
those who care mainly about stabilization of the real economy can support
a low- inflation objective for monetary policy” (Goodfriend, 2007, p. 61).

The model advanced in this paper allows us to analyse how unemploy-
ment and inflation volatilities are affected by different labour market struc-
tures. As a lower job finding rate and a high unemployment rate tend affect
the ratio of inflation to unemployment volatility in opposite directions, we
defined a labour market rigidity index, according to which a more flexible
labour market is characterised by high job-finding and low unemployment
rates. A priori one would expect that in a more rigid economy the cost of
adjusting quantities (hiring and firing workers) is higher than the cost of
adjusting prices. As a consequence a more rigid economy should display a
lower volatility of unemployment and a higher volatility of inflation than
a flexible economy. The simulations performed confirm this intuition and
are broadly consistent with the findings of Giannone & Reichlin (2006) re-
ferred to the “flexible” US and the comparatively “rigid” Euro area, as they
were before the Great Recession. Although such a consistency is encour-
aging, a full-fledged empirical analysis of the relations between volatilities
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and labour market imperfections is still to be worked out.
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Appendix - Impulse Responses

Rigid vs Flexible Economies
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